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The Creative Process In Individual
As the architecture and construction industries are increasingly becoming more and more automated, does automation take away from the individuality of design?

Does Automation Take Away From the Individuality of Design?
Summer is here and so is The Many! Following Amber Justis joining the agency as head of creative in March 2021, The Many has expanded its creative team by 19 new faces including creative directors Pam ...

The Many Hires 19 Creatives Catching its Biggest Wave Yet
Instead, many other factors outside of the individual affect the creative process.” The authors urge employers not simply to try and recruit creative people, but to explore the circumstances and ...

Why Belief And Mindset Are So Important For Our Creativity
All seven of the core Adobe Creative Cloud apps now support Apple Silicon natively, less than a year after the first M1 macs went on sale.

Adobe expands Creative Cloud M1 support, claims over 80% better performance than Intel
Value facilitation is a creative act of imagination, design, assembly, communication and agile responsiveness. Our Economics For Business model applies these actions in the pursuit of new economic ...

Bill Sanders: How Creative Conflict Expands the Value Pie
Marcus and Jean Baylor join Keanna Faircloth on The Pulse to talk about their relationship, the path of their career, and a soulful new album, 'Generations.' ...

The Pulse: With 'Generations,' The Baylor Project Broadens Their Musical Frame
Imaginary Forces (IF) welcomes Anthony Gibbs as creative director. With vast experience in design and VFX, Gibbs has created traditional, interactive, and experiential projects for such brands as ...

Anthony Gibbs Joins Imaginary Forces as Creative Director
The We. Mural Festival, a celebration of collaboration between artists, businesses and residents working to create huge art pieces over a few days, makes its return to Sand City’s West End ...

Looking to the return of the We. Mural Festival in Sand City
Rosh Singh, managing director, Unit9 Removing individual ego from the creative process is the only way to ensure longevity. Individual success is worthy of celebration, of course. But there ...

How do you solve a problem like... adland egos?
The Gerety Awards, which rewards creative advertising through an all-female jury, has revealed the global shortlist and the agency of the year by country titles.

The Gerety Awards Reveals Global Shortlist and Agency of the Year Awards
VidMob, the leading platform for Intelligent Creative, today announced Brand Governance, a new capability designed for digital marketers to gain visibility and control over their brand creative at ...

VidMob Launches Brand Governance for Marketers to Improve Consistency of Brand and Performance of Ad Creative
By rethinking what we do for our communities and how, many organizations developed the skills needed to embrace change and improve audience service.

How the pandemic prepared public media to build an audience-centered culture
My hope is that the church can use the immense power of its storytelling to move toward more compassion, more kindness.” ...

The Catholic Women Who Write Your Favorite TV Shows
Wrapping up Mental Health Awareness Month, the Ad Council, VidMob, and denstu International, today announced a case study and results of a new partnership to ensure America’s young adults are ...

The Ad Council’s Seize the Awkward Campaign Uses Intelligent Creative to Get Young Adults Talking About Mental Health
An essential part of the creative process is feedback. It provides concrete direction and ensures that the final asset meets all of the campaign specifications, regulatory compliance requirements ...

IntelligenceBank Upgrades Proofing Feature For Improved Creative Production
There are data security risks associated with the face-altering app Voilà AI Artist Cartoon Photo. Security risks associated with data collection are inherent in many applications. Though the company ...

What Are the Security Risks Associated with Face-Altering App Voilà AI Artist?
Five Coffee Shop Pop-Ups will be presented by the nonprofit, Awaken Creative Institute, starting in July. There’s a new nonprofit in town: Awaken Creative Institute, created and founded by Colorado ...

New Colorado Springs nonprofit Awaken Creative Institute uses art as a catalyst for change
Building personal and professional development can never be like a piece of cake. It is challenging and takes a long process ...

Nicole Smith of JMS Creative Leadership Solution Introduces New Leadership Coaching Program "Transform You!"
The creative team of Lin-Manuel Miranda, Quiara Alegría Hudes and Jon M. Chu explain what it took to create a euphoric spectacle that stayed true to its cultural roots.

They Fought to Make ‘In the Heights’ Both Dreamlike and Authentic
What started out as an exploration of dance through photography, resulted in a sweeping exhibition of dancers that addresses the impact of the pandemic on their art and studios.
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